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Southern Italy, The historic-luxury tour
company offers traditional made to order

tours in the “green hills” of Southern
Italy, e.g. Athens, Tuscany, Umbria and
Emilia Romagna.Our tours are led by
locally based and experienced tour

guides. We believe in the importance of
cultural exchange with the locals, and try

to meet and talk to local people. We
welcome guests to be part of a city and

show them the secrets and the specialties
of that place. Our tour guides not only

enjoy sharing their city and country with
us, but they also share their cultures and
traditions with us. We enjoy sharing the

sight of their city with us, and we want to
share the rich heritage of their countries

as well. The information above is
provided from our verified guest feeds

and other publicly available sources and
has not been subject to any human

verification. Please note that connections
may be made by our affiliates to the
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providers that we mention on the
internet.Turkey's President Recep Tayyip

Erdogan. REUTERS/Elias Karagul
Anatolian News Agency (AA) reported on
Friday that the US was trying to topple

the Turkish government by planning the
ouster of another leader by following in
the footsteps of Malaysia's former Prime
Minister Najib Razak. Najib was president

of Malaysia for more than a decade
before he was forced to resign after he

and his family were caught using money
from a 1MDB fund to buy luxury goods.
Barack Obama's administration is also
alleged to have had close contact with

the chief executive of 1MDB, Jho Low. The
fund was tasked with building projects in
Malaysia. These reports were revealed by
The Wall Street Journal in February this

year. Citing several American and British
sources, AA said that around a dozen
people including Obama's National

Security Council's representative at the
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time, Ben Rhodes, had met with Jho Low
in New York in 2013. "Jho Low, who is a
foreigner, obtained information about

Turkey's presidential elections in July of
this year. He had so obtained information
on the election results and the victory of

Tayyip Erdogan," said the report. Also
quoted in AA's report, a top official with
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